DATE: 06/19/2009

PRODUCT: 90 Series Boilers

FROM: TECHNICAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT

TITLE: IGNITER CHANGE – PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT

MODELS AFFECTED

| Q90-125 | Q90-150 | Q90-175 | Q90-200 |

SITUATION:

The igniter for the 90 series boilers has been redesigned to provide improved life expectancy. The change involved relocation of the mounting bracket thereby reducing the insertion depth. This allows the igniter to operate at lower temperatures while achieving the same flame signal. The bracket is offset from the end of the igniter by 1”. Photo 1 depicts the original style igniter. Photo 2 is the newly redesigned igniter. The new igniter is a direct replacement and no modification or re-wiring is needed. The part number for the new igniter is 550002068.

The new igniter is on all production models starting 05/14/2009. You may continue to use existing inventory, or we will accept warranty return of any igniter you have in stock (p/n 2272133). Please contact the Customer Service Dept. at (800) 325-5479 to arrange for a warranty exchange.

If you have any questions pertaining to the information contained in this bulletin please contact the Technical Support Dept. at (800) 325-5479.